
ACHIEVING BASIC INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS

HOW TO BECOME A DEPENDABLE COPYEDITOR—ONE WHO CORRECTS MISTAKES AND DOES NOT INSERT ERRORS*

Veiled realities

Copyeditor's first impressions

Copyeditor's possible responses I know it is correct I know the solution I do not know the solution I know it is correct I know the solution I do not know the solution

Copyeditor (CE) should try to Identify the problem Check correctness Identify the problem

Steps CE should follow (for every 1. Identify the number of subjects and the number of associated actions (and understand sentence in terms of basic sentence components)
attempt of checking, verifying, 2. Ensure correctness of sentence structure and punctuation (attend to restrictive–nonrestrictive elements as appropriate)
or identifying) 3. Address grammatical correctness of sentence (apply all rules of writing as appropriate; apply Rule 6 to prove or disprove the correctness of the sentence; check and correct article use, if necessary)

4. Look up word-meaning dictionaries (e.g., Merriam Webster; OneLook Dictionary, Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary; use WordWeb only to know general meanings of words; science dictionaries as appropriate)
5. Look up word-usage dictionaries (e.g., American Heritage Dictionary, Garner's Modern American Usage, Modern English Usage (Ed., Burchfield), Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary, appropriate style manuals, other online sources, internet search)
6. Look up dictionary of idioms (e.g., McGraw-Hill's Dictionary of American Idioms, Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary)
7. Check clarity of expression (apply principles of hyphenation and en dash use [follow prescribed sources]; apply Rule 6 (Keep related words together) and Rule 13 (Omit needless words) where necessary; watch out for convoluted expressions)
8. Apply text formatting where appropriate (use italic/boldface for emphasis [as appropriate for publication]; use discretion while overriding/mixing these conventions; follow principles of capitalization and quotation mark use where appropriate)
9. Make sure you understand the content correctly (Never forget the principle behind Rule 2 (Every sentence is a complete unit of thought); check for convoluted expressions whenever you struggle to understand the content; be careful while rewording) 
10. Check transitions of thought (ensure that the right word is used for every transition)
11. Correct all typographic errors (Use Word's spell checker; do not on your eyes alone)
12. Ensure that all abbreviations are introduced before routine use (use manual, semiautomated, or automated methods for achieving this)

Possible results (one or more may The checking correctness exercise The identify problem exercise The checking correctness exercise The identify problem exercise
 be true) 1. CE would know for sure that both 1. The CE will not be able to identify any specific 1. The copyeditor will first understand that 1. The copyeditor will learn what is wrong 

sentence structure and grammar are problem as all his/her efforts would indicate that the the sentence does not follow one or more with the sentence as well as what needs to 
correct (because all the basic principles of sentence follows all the basic principles of writing. The principles of writing. He/she would also be done to correct the error.
writing would have been adhered to in the CE will learn that his/her vague suspicion (that learn what the error is and what needs to 2. Word-meaning, word-usage, and other 
sentence). something was possibly wrong) is actually incorrect— be done to set things right. dictionaries would let the copyeditor know 
2. Word-meaning, word-usage, and other and this would be a new learning for the CE. 2. Word-meaning, word-usage, and other that the word usage or expression is 
dictionaries would confirm the CE's feeling 2. Word-meaning, word-usage, and other dictionaries dictionaries will make it clear that the CE's incorrect. So, the copyeditor would learn 
(on meaning, usage, expressions), would let the copyeditor know that his/her vague instinctive understanding is incorrect; the the meaning of a word or learn 
transforming it into verified knowledge. suspicions about a specific word or expression do not CE would also learn what is the correct usage a new (correct) expression.

have a valid reason—and are therefore clearly a or expression.

misconception. The verification process would also let
the copyeditor learn the meaning of a word or
expression that has been unclear till now.

The verify gut feeling exercise The verify gut feeling exercise
1. The CE's verification efforts will make it clear that 1. The copyeditor will be able to prove what 
his/her suspicion (that something wrong) was is wrong with the sentence and what needs 
incorrect—and also that sentence follows all the basic to be done to set it right. The exercise will 
principles of writing. The CE will also learn where prove to the copyeditor that his/her
he/she went wrong—or which aspect of the gut feeling understanding is correct.
was wrong. 2. Word-meaning, word-usage, and other 
2. Word-meaning, word-usage, and other dictionaries dictionaries would confirm the copyeditor's 
would let the copyeditor know that his/her gut feeling suspicion (on meaning, usage, expressions), 
about the particular word or expression was wrong. transforming it into verified knowledge.
The verification process, however, would let the
copyeditor learn the meaning—or yet another
meaning—of a word or learn a new (correct)
expression.

CE Don'ts

What the CE should do

Parallel efforts to be made by CE

Implication
This is a difficult step for most people. It can, however, be the acid test to know whether somebody has the potential to become an editor.
The parallel effort mentioned earlier would be the greatest aid in minimizing the pain associated with this learning process. Daily loud reading of fiction can be greatest help in picking up the rhythm of the English language.

Possible results over time This process, if continued steadily for some time, would
create a database in the mind of the copyeditor that 
would help one, where appropriate,
1. Spot errors (suspect incorrect expressions)
2. Identify (not suspect) correct expressions

One-line summary

* The steps explained here are based on the approach to copyediting and method of teaching followed in The Art of Copyediting courses.

Incorrect

Overall, there would be an increased ability to recognize correct and incorrect writing

Consider the author as right unless you can logically prove that the expression of a particular thought is incorrect

Correct Incorrect

Verify the accuracy of gut feeling

Do not make any change anywhere if any of your attempts do not provide a logical/satisfactory answer

ALL THIS WOULD MEAN THAT A COPYEDITOR NEEDS TO FREQUENTLY REFER TO A DICTIONARY OR USAGE MANUAL FOR THE MOST COMMONLY USED OR DAY-TO-DAY WORDS RATHER THAN JUST FOR THE UNCOMMON AND TOUGH ONES

Copyeditor should attempt to understand flow in (the rhythm of) the English language by a daily loud reading of well-written English (15–20 minutes/day for a period of 6–9 months)

Correct Incorrect Correct

Verify the accuracy of gut feelingCheck correctness
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